EXACTRACK™ Equipment Tracking
Fast and Easy to
Implement
nn Equipment Trackers, Locater Beacons,

server and software are all you need for
start-up

nn User-replaceable batteries
nn Uses existing Wi-Fi network; no wires
Motorized Wheelchair

Oxygen Concentrator

Hi-Lo Bed

or cabling required

nn Minimal IT effort required
Do you know where your equipment is at all times?
Skilled Nursing and Assisted Living facilities spend
tens of thousands of dollars each year replacing lost
equipment. If specialized equipment and standard
equipment are accidentally swapped or given to the
wrong resident, it can increase the risk of falls or
pressure wounds. This increases your risk of liability
and penalties.
EXACTRACK™ Equipment Tracking is a simple
but powerful solution that reduces equipment loss
and ensures correct utilization while improving staff
efficiency and your bottom line. All you need for start-up are Equipment Trackers,
Locater Beacons, and the server and software.

Easy to Use
Equipment Identification
Each EXACTRACK Equipment Tracker is assigned a unique identification
code, description and keywords allowing users to quickly assign equipment
to individual residents and locate it on demand. Locater Beacons are used to
provide room-level location without adding Wi-Fi access points.
Intuitive Software
The interface is easy to learn and simple to navigate. Keyword searches and
filters generate and sort results, and asset icons display the equipment’s location
on a floorplan view. The ability to pan and zoom on the floorplan makes it easier
to verify equipment is in the assigned resident’s room, or find it when it
is misplaced.
Instant Status
In addition to location, EXACTRACK Equipment Tracking can tell you whether
shared equipment is currently available, in use or out of service. Knowing
equipment status before looking for an item can enhance staff productivity.
Equipment Trackers are tamper-resistant to protect the integrity of the system.

Reduce Equipment Loss
and Improve Your Bottom
Line
nn Average Wheelchair $400
nn Average Oxygen Concentrator $600
nn Average Enteral Feeding Pump $700
nn Average Geri-Chair $450
nn Average Negative Pressure Wound
Vac $1,500

EXACTRACK™ Equipment Tracking cont’d

Software supports both simple
and complex keyword searches

Equipment location is
displayed on a map view

The software can also list
equipment location history

Easy to Implement

Easy to Appreciate

Web Accessible

Leverage Existing Wi-Fi
The system can be easily deployed
using existing Wi-Fi infrastructure.
Depending on your current coverage,
there is often no need for additional
Wi-Fi access points. Cost-effective
wireless Locater Beacons are used to
fine-tune location precision.

Reduced Risk
Once a piece of equipment has
been assigned to a specific
resident, EXACTRACK software
can generate a list of locations the
Equipment Tracker has reported in
the past. Equipment history can be
searched by assigned resident ID
to demonstrate use in resident care.
These reports remain available for
the life of the system and can aid in
record-keeping on specific resident
equipment use for years.

EXACTRACK Equipment Tracking
is web-based within your facility and
can be accessed by iOS mobile app
and web browser on mobile devices
and computers. This gives staff the
ability to find equipment anywhere and
anytime they are within your
Wi-Fi network.

Convenient and Cost Effective
Because EXACTRACK Equipment
Tracking can utilize your existing
Wi-Fi, no power or data cabling
is required. The solution can be
deployed by simply attaching
battery-powered Locater Beacons
to walls and placing individually
assigned Equipment Trackers on the
corresponding equipment. This “set
it and forget it” approach provides an
effective implementation for a fraction
of the cost of other alternatives.
Completely Scalable
The number of Locater Beacons
drives the location capability, from unitlevel to individual room-level. Choose
whether to introduce EXACTRACK
Equipment Tracking in areas where it
is most difficult to keep track of mobile
equipment, or cover your entire facility
from the beginning to maximize your
equipment locating capabilities.

Enhanced Workflow
Staff can spend a tremendous
amount of time searching for the
equipment they need. Being able
to quickly locate equipment when it
is needed allows once wasted time
to be productively spent caring for
residents or on other critical duties.
Increased Utilization
The sooner you can locate mobile
equipment, the more use you get
out of your investment. Immediate
location also makes it easier for
service technicians to find equipment
and perform maintenance. In
addition, the software can create
utilization graphs to improve
purchase and allocation planning.

How Can We Help You?
For a custom solution that fits your needs, contact
us at 800-669-9946 for a free quote or visit
www.rft.com.

RF Technologies is a leading provider of safety and security solutions for the healthcare, hospitality and
education markets, leveraging radio frequency identification (RFID) and PinPoint® real-time locating system
(RTLS) technologies.
3125 North 126th Street, Brookfield, WI 53005 USA
phone: 800.669.9946 fax: 262.790.1784
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